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IMPORTANT
CMZ SISTEMI ELETTRONICI S.r.l. reserves the right to make changes to the products described in this document at any time without notice.
This document has been prepared by CMZ SISTEMI ELETTRONICI S.r.l. solely for use by its customers, guaranteeing that at the date of issue it is the most up-to-date documentation on the products.
Users use the document under their own responsibility and certain functions described in this document should be used with due caution to avoid danger for personnel and damage to the machines.
No other guarantee is therefore provided by CMZ SISTEMI ELETTRONICI S.r.l., in particular for any imperfections, incompleteness or operating difficulties.
This
document
contains
confidential
information
that
is
proprietary to CMZ SISTEMI ELETTRONICI S.r.l.. Neither the document nor the information contained therein should be disclosed or reproduced in whole or in part, without express written consent of CMZ SISTEMI ELETTRONICI S.r.l..

Warning about the contents
The contents of this document have ot be intended as suggestion on how to face some particular situations that may happen during the use of a CMZ's product. It is not guaranteed that the reported suggestions will always be sufficient for the solution of the required topic.
Before to try to execute an action according to the here described instructions, be sure to respect all the safety precautions and the technical specifications of the product in question, reported in the related documents (that can be downloaded from the download area of the www.cmz.it website or be requested at the support@cmz.it address).
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Chapter 1

SD DRIVE

Code

Description

SDDRIVE_0001

Transformer for ISD drive

SDDRIVE_0002

Management of the hardware enable input on SVM

SDDRIVE_0003

Management of the CUSTOM position capture
Table 1.1. Arguments
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Transformer for ISD drive
Transformer for ISD drive

Question
Can a 35 VA transformer be suitable to supply an ISD?

Answer
A 35 VA transformer is too little to supply an ISD.
To calculate the power that the transformer has to have is necessary to consider the formula:
PTRASF ~ PHVT/(0,7*u) where:
• PTRASF is the transformer power.
• u is the efficiency of the transformer (= 0.9).
• PHVT is the total power that is absorbed by the ISD drives.

2
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Management of the hardware enable input on SVM
Management of the hardware enable input on SVM

Question
Can the hardware enable input of the SVM drive be connected to a safe output?

Answer
The hardware enable input can be connected to a safe output.
If this safe output has the diagnosis functionalities it is necessary to set, through SDSetup, the
filter on the enable input. The filter setting has to be made (through the diagnosis function)
according to the electrical characteristics of the output to which it is connected, so that to remove
the noises and guarantee the correct functioning of the input, without rebounds.
To set the filter on the input, refer to the questionSet the filter on an input
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Management of the CUSTOM position capture
Management of the CUSTOM position capture

Question
How shall the CUSTOM interface captures in the SDDrive drives be configured through the
controller?

Answer
In order to configure the captures. follow the hereafter described steps:
1. If it is necessary to use the PDOs, add between the PDOs of the SVM/ISD node the
following cells:
• 0x4001.01 : capture status if it is used the machine A;
0x4011.01 : capture status if it is used the machine B;
• 0x4004.01 : capture positionif it is used the machine A;
0 0x4014.01 : capture positionif it is used the machine B;

Figure 1.1. Example: PDO adding for the rst capture machine

If it is not necessary to use the PDOs for the position capture management, skip this
step.
2. 0x4000.02 : capture trigger signal configuration if it is used the machine A;
0x4010.02 : capture trigger signal configuration if it is used the machine B;
3. 0x4003.01 : capture source configuration if it is used the machine A;
0x4013.01 : capture source configuration if it is used the machine B;
4. 0x4000.03 : capture on rising/falling edge configuration if it is used the machine A;
4

0x4000.03 : capture on rising/falling edge configuration if it is used the machine B;
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5. To select the capture machine, enable the captures and read the captured value, use the
MC_TouchProbe function block. The capture machine must be selected through the
TriggerInput input of the function block (TriggerInput = 0 : machine A; TriggerInput
= 1 : machine B)..
For further information on the captures configuration, refer to the SDDrive manual.
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Chapter 2

BD DRIVE

Code

Description

BDDRIVE_0001

Electric gear management via bus

BDDRIVE_0002

Use of the IBD/NBD drives with TwinCAT

BDDRIVE_0003

Management of velocity feed forward in mode 8

BDDRIVE_0004

Control supply voltage lacking during a saving of the parameters

BDDRIVE_0005

Management of the CUSTOM position capture
Table 2.1. Arguments
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Electric gear management via bus
Electric gear management via bus

Question
How shall the electric gear be managed via bus in the IBD and NBD drives?

Answer
In order to manage the electric gear via bus refer to:
• The Electric gear management via bus question for the electric gear management via
programmability.
• The Sending of the master references to manage the electric gear via bus question for the
CODESYS project configuration to send master position and velocity via bus.

8
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Use of the IBD/NBD drives with TwinCAT
Use of the IBD/NBD drives with TwinCAT

Question
How shall the IBD and NBD drives be used with TwinCAT, the Beckhoff software?

Answer
For the IBD and NBD drives management with TwinCAT refer to the BDDrive manual, on
"Example of drive connection by using TwinCAT" paragraph.
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Management of velocity feed forward in mode 8
Management of velocity feed forward in mode 8

Question
How shall the velocitry feed forward in mode 8 be managed in the the drives commanded by
the master?

Answer
To manage the velocity feed forward in mode 8 it is necessary to use the transmission PDO to
pass even the cell 0x60B1.00 (VelocityOffset).
This parameter can be used as velocity feed forward or velocity reference according to the interpolation mode (SubMode). By default the SubMode is -136, therefore the VelocityFeedForward
calculation dpends on the cell 0x60B1.00.
For further information refer to the manual BDDrive.

10
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Control supply voltage lacking during a saving of the
parameters
Control supply voltage lacking during a saving of the parameters

Question
What happens if, during the saving of the parameters in the permanent memory through the
button Save all parameters from SDSetup, there is a lack of supply voltage in the control section?

Answer
If during a saving of the parameters in the permanent menory there is a lack of the contol supply voltage, it could happen the situation illustrated by the following image, loosing the motor
configuration:

Figure 2.1. Errors during the parameters saving in the permanent memory

In these cases it is necessary to execute, through SDSetup, the restore of the factory default data
by clicking the menu bar on Drive-> Permanent memory...-> Restore default parameters.
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Management of the CUSTOM position capture
Management of the CUSTOM position capture

Question
How shall the CUSTOM interface captures in the BDDrive drives be configured through the
controller?

Answer
In order to configure the captures. follow the hereafter described steps:
1. If it is necessary to use the PDO, add the following cells between the TPDO of the
node IBD/NBD:
• 0x4001.01 : capture status if it is used the machine A;
0x4011.01 : capture status if it is used the machine B;
• 0x4004.01 : capture positionif it is used the machine A;
0 0x4014.01 : capture positionif it is used the machine B;

Figure 2.2. Example: PDO adding for the rst capture machine

If it is not necessary to use the PDOs for the position capture management, skip this
step.
2. 0x4000.02 : capture trigger signal configuration if it is used the machine A;
0x4010.02 : capture trigger signal configuration if it is used the machine B;
3. 0x4003.01 : capture source configuration if it is used the machine A;
0x4013.01 : capture source configuration if it is used the machine B;
12

4. 0x4000.03 : capture on rising/falling edge configuration if it is used the machine A;
MS062101
- Ed.B;
1.2 0x4000.03 : capture on rising/falling edge configuration if itDoc.
is used
the machine

BD DRIVE
5. To select the capture machine, enable the captures and read the captured value, use the
MC_TouchProbe function block. The capture machine must be selected through the
TriggerInput input of the function block (TriggerInput = 0 : machine A; TriggerInput
= 1 : machine B)..
For further information on the captures configuration, refer to the BDDrive manual.
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Chapter 3

SD SETUP

Code

Description

SDSETUP_0001

Warning message of Configuration le not updated

SDSETUP_0002

Retentive variables

SDSETUP_0003

Electric gear management via bus

SDSETUP_0004

Firmware update

SDSETUP_0005

Set the filter on an input
Table 3.1. Arguments
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Warning message of Conﬁguration ﬁle not updated
Warning message of Configuration ﬁle not updated

Question
What shall be done when this message appears at the SDSetup startup?

Answer
This message indicates that the version of the xml le in the drive is not present in the les that
are saved in the PC.
By answering YES to this message, the connection will be made with the xml le that is stored in
the PC that has the version that is the most near to the one in the drive.
To not see this message again and to obtain the required xml le, it is necessary to update SDSetup.

16
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SD SETUP

Retentive variables
Retentive variables

Question
Why does the retentive variables not work in the programmability?

Answer
To use the retentive variables it is necessary to activate them by writing 1 in the modbus cell 588.
This cell must be written in the resett program.
Furthermore, in the drives of the SD series it is necessary to have a supply of at least 40 V in order
to use the retentive variables.
If the retentive variables are activated and the drive is not correctly supplied, the drive will not
turn-on.
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Electric gear management via bus
Electric gear management via bus

Question
How shall the electric gear be managed via bus in the IBD and NBD drives, through the internal
programmability?

Answer
In order to manage the electric gear refer to:

18
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Variables declaration and instantiation of the function block.
Select the type of the encoder that is used as master, that is the auxiliary encoder (IO_REF_ENC_AUXILIARY).
Writing of the following cells to set some encoder settings:
• 6524: Select the auxiliary encoder type (2=Fieldbus Auxiliary Encoder).
• 6537: Select the functioning mode of the fieldbus auxiliary encoder (1=Pos+Vel
with active extrapolator).
• 6539: Selection of the fieldbus auuxiliary encoder extrapolation period, expressed
in sync periods number.
• 6554: Enable=1, disable=0 of the output parameters "BusAuxEncoderOutPosition" and "BusAuxEncoderOutVelocity" of the fieldbus auxiliary encoder.
Writing of the cell 6534 to switch the fieldbus auxiliary encoder to run mode.
Writing of the cell 6534 to switch the fieldbus auxiliary encoder to stop mode.
Use the function block MC_Gear to manage the electric gear, through the master, the slave,
the gear mode, the initial and final following ratio and the master position within which
the slave has to reach the final following ratio.
For further information about the cells refer to the manual BDDrive.
For the configuration of the CODESYS project that allows to send the master position and velocity via bus, refer to the questionSending of the master references to manage the electric gear via bus
Doc. MS062101 - Ed. 1.2 -
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Firmware update
Firmware update

Question
How shall the SDDrive and BDDrive drives rmware be updated?

Answer

Click on the icon Download ﬁrmware.
Select the rmware version to be downloaded in the drive.
Click on Download to start the rmware download procedure.

20
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Set the ﬁlter on an input
Set the filter on an input

Question
How shall the filter be set on an input?

Answer
To set the filter on an input follow the hereafter described steps:

From the window Drive Setup enter the tab Digital I/O.
Enable the filter through the check on Enable debounce.
Set the validation time of the input through Debounce time.
The inputs are scanned every 200 μs and the time that is set on Debounce time is internally
converted in sample number, therefore the expressed value has to be divisible by 200 μs.
The minimum value that can be set is 400 μs, while the maximum value is 3 s.
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Chapter 4

LBD

Code

Description

LBD_0001

Management of the position capture

LBD_0002

Management of the parameters les in the drive

LBD_0003

Problem to save the parameters

LBD_0004

Management of the brake

LBD_0005

The following error does not decrease by adjusting the gains
Table 4.1. Arguments
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Management of the position capture
Management of the position capture

Question
How shall the captures be configured in the LBD drive through controller?

Answer
In order to configure the captures. follow the hereafter described steps:
1. If it is necessary to use the PDOs, add the following cells among the TPDOs of the
LBD node:
• 0x3370.00 : capture status;
• 0x337X.06 where the X stands for the capture machine to be used (3371.06 : machine 1; 3372.06 machine 2, etc): captured position.
In the following image the TPDO that refers to the 4th capture machine has been
added:

If it is not necessary to use the PDOs for the position capture management, skip this
step.
2. Between the initialization SDOs (Node LBD -> Tab SDOs) add the selection of the
capture trigger, by using the cell 0x337X.03, where X stands for the capture machine
to be used.
In the following image the SDO used to configure the input 4 as capture input in the
4th machine has been added:

3. The SDO that configure the capture source is added by default, among the initialization SDOs, when the LBD node is inserted. This SDO selects the capture source
(axis position) for the rst capture machine. Therefore, if another machine is used,
it is necessry to change the index of the SDO cell that has been inserted by default
(0x337X.02 where X stands for the used machine).
24
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In the following image the SDO to configure the trigger source of the 4th capture machine has been modified:

4. To select the capture machine, enable the captures and read the captured value, use the
MC_TouchProbe function block. The capture machine must be selected through the
TriggerInput input of the function block.
For further informations on the capture configuration, refer to the LBD_User_Manual manual,
chapter 3.2.5.5 and paragraph Capture Parameters.
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Management of the parameters ﬁles in the drive
Management of the parameters les in the drive

Question
How shall a parameters le be imported in the drive?

Answer
To save the parameters in the drive there are two procedures:

From the navigazione tree of the project push on Drive parameter ﬁles.
Store parameter to Flash memory : it allows to save, in a permanent way in the drive, the
parameters set from GemDriveStudio.
Backup parameters to PC ﬁle : it allows to save, in a permanent way in the drive, the parameters set from GemDriveStudio and to save the parameter le in the project folder.
Restore parameters from PC ﬁle : it allows to save, in a permanent way in the drive, the
parameters that are present in a parameter le that already exists in the PC.
26
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Problem to save the parameters
Problem to save the parameters

Question
Why do some parameters cannot be saved in the permanent memory of the drive?

Answer
A reason why the some parameters cannot be saved in the permanent memory is that in the drive
an user parameters le is already present that overwrites some parameters. To delete this le it
is necessary to:

Click on the File service button, as in the figure.
Check that below the DRIVEPAR.TXT there is another le. If it is present, delete it
through the Delete button.
ATTENTION : do not delete the le DRIVEPAR.TXT, but the successive one!
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Management of the brake
Management of the brake

Question
How shall the brake be managed in the LBD drives?

Answer
The brake management is, by default, automatic and the brake automatically intervenes when
the axis is disabled.
To manually manage the brake through SDO it is necessary:
• Write 1 in the cell 60FE.02.
• Activate or deactivate the brake through the bit 0 of the cell 60FE.01.
• To return to the automatic management of the brake it is necessary to write 0 in the cell
60FE.02.
To manually manage the brake thorough GemDriveStudio it is necessary to:

From the project tree double click on Device control.
To enable the manual management of the brake check the option Enable brake control.
Activate or deactivate the brake through the button Brake oﬀ/Brake on.
28
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Note
In the LBD230 V drives it is necessary to configure a digital output for the brake management, while in the LBD400 V it is not necessary because there is a reserved output.
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The following error does not decrease by adjusting the
gains
The following error does not decrease by adjusting the gains

Question
Why, while correctly tuning the motor and modifying the gains, is it not possible to reduce the
following error? seeFigure 4.1

Figure 4.1. Following error chart during the movement

Answer
As reported in the figure, with the increasing of the velocity, and in relation to an high following
error, the applied current remains below 1 A and this behaviour doesn't change even if the gains
are increased, as if there is a saturation that limits the current to 1 A. While at low velocities both
the motor and the drive correctly react, because by increasing the current the following error
becomes zero. This behaviour was caused by the connection of a 400 V motor to a drive of 230 V.
So, if the motor cannot be correctly tuned, it is advisable to check that the association between
the LBD and the motor is correct (LBD40 with motor 400 V and LBD23 with motor 230 V).

30
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EASY

Code
EASY_0001

Description
DC bus in common
Table 5.1. Arguments
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DC bus in common
DC bus in common

Question
Is it possible to link the EASY drive DC bus and so to use a single braking resistance?

Answer
Yes, it is possible. For the connections please refer to the table below:

32
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GEM DRIVE STUDIO

Code

Description

GEMDRIVESTUDIO_0001

Configuration of the Siboni motors

GEMDRIVESTUDIO_0002

Import of a motors list
Table 6.1. Arguments
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Conﬁguration of the Siboni motors
Configuration of the Siboni motors

Question
How shall the Siboni motors be configured in Gem Drive Studio?

Answer
For the configuration of the Siboni motors it is necessary to refer to the manual SiboniMotorsGDS_ApplicationNote.

34
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GEM DRIVE STUDIO

Import of a motors list
Import of a motors list

Question
How shall a motors list be imported?

Answer
To import a motors list in Gem Drive Studio follow the hereafter described procedure:

From the manu bar of Gem Drive Studio click on Tools.
Click on Motor catalog.
Click on Import and select the motors list to be imported.
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Chapter 7

FCT

Code

Description

FCT_0001

Retentive memory in the FCT controllers

FCT_0002

Cloning of the application that is present in the controller

FCT_0003

Firmware update

FCT_0004

Modify the IP address

FCT_0005

Descriptor le of the FCT controller

FCT_0006

SD card compatibility

FCT_0007

Management of the retentive variables

FCT_0008

Writing in the SD card failure
Table 7.1. Arguments
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Retentive memory in the FCT controllers
Retentive memory in the FCT controllers

Question
How much memory is reserved for the retentive/persistent variables in the FCT640, FCT300
and FCT200 with CODESYS?

Answer
The retentive memory reserved is 30 kB for the FCT640 and the FCT200, while it is 120 kB for
the FCT300.

38
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Cloning of the application that is present in the
controller
Cloning of the application that is present in the controller

Question
How shall the cloning of the application that is present in the controller be done through FCTTool?

Answer
To clone the application with FCTTool follow the hereafter described steps:
1. From the Target locator tab, select the controller that contains the application to be
cloned.
2. Clock on Terminal.
3. Enter the CODESYS SoftPLC page by pushing F1.
4. Enter the Runtime Menu Info page by pushing F2.
5. Enter the Software info page by pushing F1.
6. Push F10 to clone the application.
The procedure might not be immediate, but it may take time.
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Firmware update
Firmware update

Question
How shall the FCT controllers rmware be updated?

Answer
To update the controllers rmware through FCTTool enter the Firmware managment tab and
follow the hereafter described steps:

Select the rmware to be downloaded from the database.
The service pack to be downloaded must be rst imported in the database through the
Firmware database tab by clicking on Import... and selecting the rmware to be imported.
Select the device to download the rmware in.
Click on Update to update the rmware.

40
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Modify the IP address
Modify the IP address

Question
How shall the IP address be modified in the controllers through FCTTool?

Answer
To modify the IP address from FCTTool follow the hereafter described steps:
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From the Target locator tab select the device on which the IP address has to be changed.
Click on Configure....
Write the new IP address and the subnet mask.
Click Ok and if the procedure has been succesfully executed, turn o and on again the
system.

42
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Descriptor ﬁle of the FCT controller
Descriptor le of the FCT controller

Question
Where the controllers descriptor le can be found?

Answer
The descriptor le can be found:
• In the service pack, that is the folder that contains the FCT firmare, the rmware libraries
and the descriptor les.
• Can be exteact through the FCTToll if the service pack is imported in the database.
The procedure for the extraction is the following:
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From the Firmware management tab select the service packs from which extract
the le.
Click on Get ﬁle...
Select the pack that contains the descriptor les of the controller and the rmware
libraries and save it in the desired path. Then double click on the pack to install it.

The extracted descriptor les must be imported in CODESYS in order to use this controller as
device. See the question Import of a new device.

44
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SD card compatibility
SD card compatibility

Question
Which are the SD cards compatible with the FCT controllers?

Answer
In the FCT640 system only the SD Card that respect the specifications 2.0 and successive can
work, while in the FCT200 and FCT300 can be used even the SD card of 1.0 type.
CMZ recommends to use the S-250 series of Swissbit SD cards, after having tested their compatibility with the controller and by recognizing a performance that is suitable with industry about
temperature range and data retention reliability (SLC technology). The available sizes are 512
MB, 1 GB and 2 GB and it is possible to purchase the 1 GB version directly from CMZ.
To verify the type of an SD card, through the FCT200 or FCT300 systems, follow these steps:
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From FCTTool open the terminal and write FC to enter the Filesystem Commander.
From the page that opens with the command FC, push ALT + F3 and then F3 "SDCard-HW-info".
From the just opened page, on the characteristic Type there is the inserted SD card type.
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Management of the retentive variables

Question
How shall:
• the retentive variables be saved in a le?
• the retentive variables be copied in the system from a le?
• the retentive variables be reset in a system?

Answer
To manage the retentive variables it is necessary to use the FCTTool and follow the hereafter
described steps:
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open the terminal.
Write MQX.
Push F2 to enter the page Kernel Memory Usage.
From the page Kernel Memory Usage push:
• Shift + F8: saves the retentive variables in a le called UsrRet.bin in the partition
B of the system.
• Shift + F9: copies the retentive variables in the system from a le called UsrRet.bin
present in the partition B of the system.
• Shift + F10: resets the retentive area.
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Writing in the SD card failure

Question
Why does the writing on SD card fail?

Answer
The writing on SD card may fail due to:
• in the SD card the selector for the protected writing is active;
• in the SD card the selector for the protected writing is not active, but from FCTTool
it results as it is active. In this case there is an hardware problem in the controller that
concerns the SD card reader.
To verify from FCTTool that the SD card reader in the controller has correctly read the
status of the selector that has been set on the SD card:
1. write FC to access to Filesystem commander;
2. push ALT + F4 to access to the various partitions of the controller;
3. select the partition C that regards the SD card;
4. if the selector of the protected writing is active in the SD card, between the SD card
details, it must appear the following writing:
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Viceversa, if the protected writing selector is not active in the SD card, the WP initials must not appear between the SD card details.
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Chapter 8

CODESYS

Code

Description

CODESYS_0001

Filter a value by using an array

CODESYS_0002

Management of a generic axis

CODESYS_0003

Sending of the master references to manage the electric gear via bus

CODESYS_0004

Notice on the rmware version difference between the used devices

CODESYS_0005

Notice on the library CMZ_HBus

CODESYS_0006

Management of a cam with the library CMZ_Cam

CODESYS_0007

Management of the UPD communication with the library CMZ_WebServer

CODESYS_0008

Retentive variables and persistent variables

CODESYS_0009

Firmware update of the drives

CODESYS_0010

Update of the device used in CODESYS

CODESYS_0011

Import of a new device

CODESYS_0012

Gestione dello startup e reset dei nodi CAN e ETC

CODESYS_0013

Link of a variable over a PDO

CODESYS_0014

Management of the strings in modbus

CODESYS_0015

Activation of the FTP server with library CMZ_FTPServer

CODESYS_0016

User creation for the access through FTP server

CODESYS_0017

Axis resolution

CODESYS_0018

Connection to the FCT without network scan

CODESYS_0019

Management of the modbus TCP (client FCT) with library CMZ_Modbus

CODESYS_0020

Management of the modbus TCP (server FCT) with library CMZ_Modbus

CODESYS_0021

Activation of the analog inputs of the WAGO module

CODESYS_0022

Management of retentive modbus variables

CODESYS_0023

Comparison between two arrays

CODESYS_0024

Set, not automatically, the ID of an EtherCAT node

CODESYS_0025

Activation of the web server and api management with library CMZ_WebServer

CODESYS_0026

H_Bus starting problems
Table 8.1. Arguments
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Filter a value by using an array
Filter a value by using an array

Question
How is it possible to filter a value by using an array?

Answer
To filter a value by using an array refer to the following image see Figure 8.1 .

Figure 8.1. Example of a function block to lter a value with an array
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Management of a generic axis
Management of a generic axis

Question
How shall a generic axis be managed?

Answer
To manage an axis with a generic driver it is necessary:

Add the node that has to be managed
Add an axis by right clicking on the added node and select Add SoftMotion CiA402 Axis.
Check the PDOs configuration from the node and verify that at least the ones that allow
the motion are present (controlword, statusword and target position).
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Sending of the master references to manage the
electric gear via bus
Sending of the master references to manage the electric gear via bus

Question
What shall be configured, in the CODESYS project, to send the master position and velocity in
order to manage the electric gear via bus?

Answer
To send through bus the master position and velocity to manage the electric gear it is necessary to:

add an IBD or NBD node.
Get the master position and velocity.
Add between the receive PDOs the cells 36CB.01 (master position) and 36CB.03 (master
velocity).
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Map position and velocity in the added PDOs.
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Notice on the ﬁrmware version difference between the
used devices
Notice on the rmware version difference between the used devices

Question
Why does, during the project download, this message appears?

Answer
This message appears when in a CODESYS project it is used a device version different from the
rmware version inside the FCT.
It is therefore necessary to make the two versions match, by updating the version of the device
that is used in CODESYS see Management of the CAN and ETC nodes startup.
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Notice on the library CMZ_HBus
Notice on the library CMZ_HBus

Question
Why does not the HBUS appear in a project created with the FCT640?

Answer
The HBUS does not appear when a CODESYS project is created with the FCT640, without
having installed before the CMZ_HBUS library contained in the service pack.
But the following error appears:
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Management of a cam with the library CMZ_Cam
Management of a cam with the library CMZ_Cam

Question
What is a basic cam and how is it managed by using the library CMZ_Cam?

Answer
The cams are used to coordinate two axes, master and slave, where the slave movement depends
on the ,aster position and the path to be followed is defined by a specific table declared as array
of type CMZ_Cam.Table see Figure 8.2.

Figure 8.2. Example of a table for a 3 points cam

To manage a basic cam it is necessary to use:
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The function block ProfileGenerator, present in the library CMZ_Cam , that allows to
generate the profile of a cam by receiving the previously described cam table in the input.
The CODESYS standard function block MoveAbsolute,that allows to move the axis in an
absolute position passed as input by the user. This function block is used with the cams
to correctly move the slave according to the cam table, before to set to the slave the values
related to the cam profile.
The Axu_TrajConvMaster function, present in the library CMZ_Cam , that allows to
convert Pos, DPos, DDPos in position, velocity and acceleration for the slave axis.
The standard function block of CODESYS SMC_FollowSetValues that allows the axis to
follow the profile given as input. It is used with the cams to set the position, velocity and
acceleration in the slave axis.
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Management of the UPD communication with the
library CMZ_WebServer
Management of the UPD communication with the library CMZ_WebServer

Question
How shall an UPD communication Client/Server in CODESYS be managed by using the library
CMZ?

Answer
To manage an UDP communication client/server in CODESYS it is neccessary to import in the
project the library CMZ_WebServer and to use the function block SendReceiveUDP that is
inside it see Figure 8.3

Figure 8.3. Example of the function block SendReceiveUDP use
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Retentive variables and persistent variables
Retentive variables and persistent variables

Question
What is the difference between retentive variables and persistent variables?

Answer
• Retentive variables: these are variables that maintain their value even after an unexpected
or desired turn o of the controller or when a reset warm command is executed.
The retentive variables are re-initialized when an origin reset command is executed, and
differently from the persistent variables, when a cold reset command or during an application download is executed.
• Persistent variables: these are retentive variables that can be re-initialized only through an
origin reset command or through the download of a new application.
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Firmware update of the drives
Firmware update of the drives

Question
How shall the drives rmware be updated through CODESYS?

Answer
The drives rmware can be updated through the CODESYS program, by using the function
block CANopen_DriveUpdater for the drives CANopen or the function block EtherCAT_DriveUpdater for the drives EtherCAT, that are present in the library CMZ_NodeUtilities .

Figure 8.4. Example of use of the function block that manages the rmware download

Using the same function block it is possible to download in the drive even the parameter le,
passing the the parameters le name to the input ParamFile and setting the input ParamUpdate.
Furthermore it is possible to download the IEC program (internal programmability) passing the
parameters le name to the input IECFile and setting the input IECUpdate.

Note
Istance and use this function block in a proper task, different from the current one, that contains the motion programs.
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Update of the device used in CODESYS
Update of the device used in CODESYS

Question
How shall the device used in CODESYS be updated?

Answer
To update the version of the device used in CODESYS follow the hereafter described steps:
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Right click on Device.
Left click on Update Device…
From the window Update Device check the Display all versions box to see all the versions
imported in the device.
Select the device version that has to be used.
Left click on Update Device.
N.B: If the device version that has to be used is not present in the list, it is necessary, before to
do the previously described steps, to import in CODESYS the device description le with the
version that has to be used.
For the explanation about how to import in CODESYS the description le, refer to the questionLink of a variable over a PDO
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Import of a new device
Import of a new device

Question
How shall the description le of a new device be imported in CODESYS?

Answer
To import in CODESYS the description le in a new device follow the hereafter described steps:
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From the menu bar click on Tools.
Select Device Repository.
Click on Install…
Select the description le of the device that has to be imported in CODESYS.
Cick on Apri.
If the device descritpion le to be imported is not at disposal, refer to the question Descriptor ﬁle
of the FCT controller for an explanation on where to nd it.
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Management of the CAN and ETC nodes startup
Gestione dello startup e reset dei nodi CAN e ETC

Question
How shall the CAN and ETC nodes startup be managed in CODESYS?, through the librery
CMZ_NodeUtilities?

Answer
To correctly manage the nodes startup follow the hereafter described procedure:

From the CANopen_Manager_SoftMotion settings uncheck the Start Slave box and set
Stop Slave in the NMT error behaviour option.
Use, as in the example, the function block StartAxis to manage the node start and reset.
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Link of a variable over a PDO
Link of a variable over a PDO

Question
How shall a variable to be linked over a PDO read its value ?

Answer
To read the entire PDO there are two link modes:
• Link of an already existing variable:

Create a variable that corresponds to the PDO type.
Enter the tab CANopen I/O Mapping between the node settings and link the created variable on the PDO, by selecting the variable by clicking on the icon (...) that
appears when clicking on the column Variable in the PDO line where the variable
has to be linked.
• Creazione e link di una variabile non esistente:
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Enter the tab CANopen I/O Mapping between the node settings and, by clicking
on the column Variable in the PDO line, write the name of the variable that has
to be created and linked. it will be created a variable of the same type of the PDO
and at the same address, that can be seen by displaying the variable in the watch
window. The variable can then be used in the program as it was a normal global
variable created by the programmer.
the second link type must be used when every single bit of the PDO has to be read. It will be
created a BIT type variable that can be used in the program as it was a normal global variable
created by the programmer.
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Management of the strings in modbus
Management of the strings in modbus

Question
How shall the strings be managed in CODESYS-HMI through modbus?

Answer
In order to manage the strings the procedure is:
• From PM Designer:
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From the tree menu double click on Link1 and from the window Link properties
that pops up, in the tab General, select the connection type and the device type to
which connect.
From the window Link properties, in the tab Parameter, insert the address of the
device to connect with.
Create a tag with MB address.
Import in the screen an object of type Character Entry.
Select as Write Address the previously created tag and set the number of the characters that can be written and visualized.
• From CODESYS:
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Import in the project the library CMZ_Modbus and map the modbus array.
In the global variables declare a STRING type variable at the same address (%MB)
of the tag that has been previously created on PM Designer.
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Activation of
CMZ_FTPServer

the

FTP

server

with

library

Activation of the FTP server with library CMZ_FTPServer

Question
How shall the FTP server be activated by using the library CMZ_FtpServer?

Answer
After the library CMZ_FtpServer has been imported in the project it is necessary:

To define the following structures and function blocks:
Instance the FTP server and prearrange the default configuration of the users accounts.
Use the Create function to create the FTP server.
Use the Init function to initialize the FTP server.
Use the Go function to warn the FTP server.
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User creation for the access through FTP server
User creation for the access through FTP server

Question
How shall an user be created to access to a particular folder through FTP server?

Answer
After the library CMZ_FtpServer has been imported in the project, and that the FTP server has
been created, initialized and executed through the function blocks Create, Init and Go, it is necessary to follow the hereafter described steps to create a new user:

Define the following variables and structures.
Use the previously defined structure and characterize the user by selecing the user name,
the password, the path to access and the properties.
Use the AddUser function, that is inside the library, to create the user.
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Axis resolution
Axis resolution

Question
How shall the axis resolution be set from the program?

Answer
To set the axis resolution follow the hereafter described steps:

Double click on the axis on which the resolution has to be set and enter the tab Scaling/Mapping.
Set the resolutions that are needed for the axis.
Number of increments that corresponds to a defined motor revolutions.
Number of motor revolutions that corresponds to a defined revolutions number on the
motor shaft output.
Number of the revolutions number on the motor shaft output that corresponds to a defined unit in the application.
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Connection to the FCT without network scan
Connection to the FCT without network scan

Question
Which are the steps to connect to the FCT from CODESYS without scanning the network?

Answer
The modes to connect to the FCT without to scan the network are:
• Add a device with a determined IP address by following the hereafter described steps:
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Double click on the device and enter the tab Communication Settings.
Click on Device.
Click on Option.
Click on Manage Favorite Devices...
From the window Manage Favorite Devices... click on Add.
Insert the address of the FCT to which connect.
As Assignment mode select Automatic.
From the tab Communication Settings select the FCT with which connect, previously added.
• Without adding a devicem directly insert the controller IP address, as follows, and push
Enter:
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Management of the modbus TCP (client FCT) with
library CMZ_Modbus
Management of the modbus TCP (client FCT) with library CMZ_Modbus

Question
How shall the communication modbus TCP with client l'FCT and the data sending and receiving be started?

Answer
To manage the communication modbus TCP, having the FCT as client, it is necessary to import
the library CMZ_Modbus in the project and:

to instance the function block MasterTcpPort that manages the TCP port.
To use the method szIPAddress to set the address of the server to which connect.
To use the method uiPort to set the number of the port to be opened.
Use the following function blocks that are provided by the library to read and write the data
according to hte data type:
• MasterReadCoils
• MasterReadDiscreteInputs
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• MasterReadHoldingRegisers
• MasterReadInputRegisers
• MasterReadWriteRegisers
• MasterWriteMultipleCoils
• MasterWriteMultipleRegisters
• MasterWriteSingleCoils
• MasterWriteSingleRegister

Figure 8.5. Example of use of the function blocks to read and write holding registers
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Management of the modbus TCP (server FCT) with
library CMZ_Modbus
Management of the modbus TCP (server FCT) with library CMZ_Modbus

Question
How shall the modbus arrays be mapped in CODESYS, by using the CMZ library?

Answer
To map the modbus arrays it is necessary to import the library CMZ_Modbus in the project
and follow the example below:

Call the holding register instance of Word type:
• CMZ_Modbus.DataTypeMap.HoldingRegistersWord: data type (holding registers word)
0 : starting modbus address (always expressed in word).
• 100 : Number of mapped elements of word type.
• ADR(ArWord) : array address, declared in the GVL, in which the modbus variables have to be mapped.
• FALSE : Swap byte register.
Call the holding register instance of DWord type:
• CMZ_Modbus.DataTypeMap.HoldingRegistersDWord : data type (holding registers dword).
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0 : starting modbus address (always expressed in word).
• 100 : Number of mapped elements of dword type.
• ADR(ArDWord) : array address, declared in the GVL, in which the modbus variables have to be mapped.
• FALSE : Swap word register.
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Activation of the analog inputs of the WAGO module
Activation of the analog inputs of the WAGO module

Question
How shall the analog inputs of the WAGO module be activated from CODESYS?

Answer
To activate the analog inputs of the WAGO module, follow the settings as showed in the image
below: Figure 8.6 .

Figure 8.6. Analog inputs settings
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Management of retentive modbus variables
Management of retentive modbus variables

Question
How shall the retentive modbus variables be managed from CODESYS?

Answer
To manage the modbus variables from CODESYS, it is necessary to follow the hereafter reported
steps:
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Declare the modbus variable.
Declare the corresponding retentive variable.
Before to start the modbus, copy the retentive variable value in the corresponding modbus
variable.
When the modbus is correctly started, copy the value of the modbus variable in the corresponding retentive variable.
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Comparison between two arrays
Comparison between two arrays

Question
How shall two arrays be compared in CODESYS?

Answer
To compare two arrays in CODESYS it is provided the Compare function that is present in the
library CAA Memory. This function requires as input the two pointers to the arrays that it has
to compare and the number of bytes to be compared, and returns the position of the rst value
that it founds different between the two arrays.

Figure 8.7. Example of use
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Set, not automatically, the ID of an EtherCAT node
Set, not automatically, the ID of an EtherCAT node

Question
How shall the ID of an EtherCAT node be set, not automatically, in a project?

Answer
To set the ID of an EtherCAT node follow the hereafter described steps:

Double click on the node on which the node ID has to be changed, to enter the node settings.
Set, between the node settings, the Configurated station alias option.
Write the node ID that shall be seto to the node.
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Activation of the web server and api management with
library CMZ_WebServer
Activation of the web server and api management with library CMZ_WebServer

Question
How shall the web server be activated and how shall the api that contains the variables to be sent/
received be managed?

Answer
To activate the web server and to manage the api it is necessary to:
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instance the WebServer function block after having imported the CMZ_WebServer library, by managing:
• the Enable input to enable the web server.
• The WebRoot input to indicate where is, in the controller, the folder for the web
server (with the eventual html pages...).
• The pFB_UserAPIExe input indicating the pointer to the function block that contains the api.
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Create a function block that extends the UserAPIExe function block.
Inside this function block create the necessary api by managing, through the SendRecive_tipodato method (SendRecive_BOOL, SendRecive_INT...), the variables to be
transferred or received.
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H_Bus starting problems
H_Bus starting problems

Question
Why the H_Bus does not switch to operational?

Answer
A reason why the H_Bus does not switch to operational is that in the CODESYS project the
modules are not correct or have not been inserted in the correct order.
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HMI

Code

Description

HMI_0001

Retentive variables on HMI

HMI_0002

Communication between HMI and SDDrive

HMI_0003

Modify the keyboard dimension

HMI_0004

Trasfer of a project between two HMI
Table 9.1. Arguments
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Retentive variables on HMI
Retentive variables on HMI

Question
How shall the variables in the Cermate panels be transformed in retentive in the PM Designer?

Answer
To transform the variables in retentive through the Cermate panel follow the hereafter described
steps:
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From the tree menu double click on Internal Memory and define, through the Number
of words cell in the Non-volatile User Memory section, the number of the retentive words
that has to be used
From the tree menu double click on Tags and in the Internal Memory section define as
much tags as much are the variables that have to be transformed in retentive in the program.
It is necessary to use the addresses $N.
From the tree menu double click on Tags and in the Link section define:
• As many tags as are the variables that have to be transformed in retentive in the
program. These tags will act as a go-between the internal memory defined tags and
the program variables.
• A tag that allow to read or write the program variables, according to the value that
has been passed by the program.
Create a macro that writes or reads the retentive variables, according to the value of the
previously defined tag Comando.
Through the MOV function the value of a variable stored in a memory area is copied in
another memory area, defined by the user.
The user will manage from the program, according to what he needs, the varialbe that is
linked to the tag Comando. It will be even possible to save the variables in the non-volatile
memory areas or, vice versa, it will be possible to load in the program variables the corresponding value, previously saved in the non-volatile memory areas.
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According to the example, when it is assigned the value 1 to the variable Comando from the
program, the actual value of the variable is saved in retentive mode, while if it is assiged tha
value 2 the value of the retentive variable is loaded in the program variable (this operation
shall be done at every turn on of the device.
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Communication between HMI and SDDrive
Communication between HMI and SDDrive

Question
Why do the panel and the SDDrive not correctly communicate?

Answer
After the check of the correct connection between HMI and SDDrive has been done, it is necessary to verify that the communication characteristics are correct both on the HMI side and on
the drive side.
On HMI side:

From the tree menu double click on Link1.
From the window that contains the link properties enter the tab General.
Set the communication settings as in the image, to communicate with the SDDrives.
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Enter the tab Parameter.
Check that the communication values correspond to the ones set in the drive.
From SDSetup:

From SDSetup enter the tab Bus.
Check that the communciation values correspond to the ones set on PM Designer.
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Modify the keyboard dimension
Modify the keyboard dimension

Question
How shall the keyboard dimension be modified through PM Designer?

Answer
To modify the dimension of the keyboard follow the following steps:

From the tree menu double click on General Setup and enter the tab Custom.
From the Size option select the desired dimension between Medium and Large.
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Trasfer of a project between two HMI
Trasfer of a project between two HMI

Question
How shall the transfer of a project be done between two HMI?

Answer
To transfer a project from an HMI to another it is necessary to:
• if the model of the two HMI is not the same, open the project with PMDesigner and
convert it with the version that is suitable for the recipient HMI.
• if the model is the same it is possible to transfer the project:
• with an usb key: plug-in the key behind the HMI in the provided port, in the Panel
Setup page (which is accessible if during the turn on the upper-right corner of the HMI
is pressed) push the button Copy to File and select the folder in the key in which the
le has to be saved.
After the le has been saved, it is necessary to plug-in the key in the receipient HMI
and, from the Panel Setup page, push the button Update from File and select the
project to be downloaded in the HMI.
• Directly between HMI and HMI: connect the two HMI and then, from the Panel
Setup page, push the button Copy to HMI.
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